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The Butler's Dark Wit, or 

The Importance of Orton's Earnest Drama 

 

 Consider this recent video: Titled “eTalks – The Secrets of Food Marketing”. Quietly published 

on Youtube, the video presents itself as an informative Powerpoint presentation hosted by a 

commercially upbeat and politically correct advertising professional. Dressed in 'hip but casual' 

clothes—monochrome patterned blouse with a black pull-over; cropped form-fitting pants with neutral 

wedges and make-up—and combined with a lilting Standard Southern English, she acts as a friendly 

authority figure giving her audience the inside scoop on secrets to effective food marketing, 

particularly as it pertains to meat. Granted the video is hosted on the 'Compassion in World Farming' 

channel it is no surprise that the performance might have a political edge. And it does, but not the type 

the unobservant might expect. Pacing on a mock lawn, the host casually tells jokes and anecdotes about 

food packaging to an amused audience; as the video progresses she shifts to the unsavory realties of 

factory farming with that same optimistic lilt and positive candor that had them giggling earlier. No one 

is smiling now, there is a perceptible shift in tone as she surreptitiously confronts her captive audience 

with this final message—“The power of willful ignorance cannot be overstated,” Cooper concluded. 

This is systemized cruelty on a massive scale and we only get away with it because everyone is 

prepared to look the other way”(Medical Daily). Confronted with this idea and the actuality of this 

theatrical performance, the video ends with the spectators stunned into silence. Excusing a shift away 

from the comic mode and a deliberate moral angle of the video, Joe Orton would be proud. Although 

the contemporary experience has been rendered only mildly interesting by virtue of the internet's broad 

accessibility and ability to make all viewers outside the recording as isolated and individual, it must be 

acknowledged that in another time this subversive technique was ground breaking. And it is in Orton 

some credit must be given for introducing and popularizing this paradigm to the unsuspecting in the 
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cultural movements of the 1960s. Creating an identifiable aesthetic on the commercial English stage, 

anything 'ortonesque' evokes the conventions found within his brief oeuvre, with Entertaining Mr. 

Sloane; Loot; What the Butler Saw being the most salient texts. To many critics, the Orton quality 

might imply anything with a darkly humorous tone, dramatic and farcical in character. It is intriguing 

that although during the 1960s Orton was acknowledged as popular and relevant, he seems to have only 

earned a brief mention in critical texts; scholarship on his plays is relatively sparse as well. In 

Brockett's Modern Theatre, published 15 years after his death, Orton is merely described as sensational 

but “...less philosophically inclined...More than any other English Playwright, Orton has achieved 

commercial success with subjects almost wholly amoral” (159). Reviews around the same times follow 

in their superficial regard, “...mayhem and disregard for propriety...cynical vision...does not write about 

nice people...Good role models will have to be sought elsewhere...” (Gottlieb 3). The problem with 

these reviews is that what would be the point of staging or analyzing his drama today if it were just 

'sensational' and without any 'good role models'? Perhaps there is reason for the comparative dearth of 

scholarship. However, perhaps that rationale is shortsighted. There is an influence that cannot be 

ignored; he is important and does deserve a place in the constellation of drama, and it is the hope of this 

essay to provide a few reasons why his star does shine. Following a paradigm of Stirling, this essay will 

explore Orton's work, “...on two complementary levels...the revision and reconstruction of artistic 

perception: the conventional definition of farce within literary criticism...[and] the revision of 

ideological perception: the normative and moral distinctions of social reality”(2). Why is Orton's play 

What the Butler Saw important? Put another way, what did Orton do that was outstanding to theatre? In 

some respects, nothing. From a purely conventional perspective, he merely recycles comedic tropes 

that have been around for quite a while. Never the less, as will be illustrated shortly, there is value in 

novelty. Moreover, beyond his manipulation of what has come before, his significance lies in how he is 

able to extend it into the Modern discourse in terms of cultural trends and socio-political issues 
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germane to his age.  

 Consider the metaphor of a tapestry. When it is complete and woven, the threads present 

themselves as something distinctive. But as the thing is unraveled, the strands reveal their common 

origins and so in our anatomization we find all the unique mystery is rather banal. The value of Orton's 

comedy is much like that; it is a delicious kind of cake, the final product derived from relatively 

ordinary ingredients. It might be too much to claim that in order to create a play that follows Orton's 

apparent design, one needs only to follow a formula, as if a play can be built against a prescribed recipe; 

a little Victorian, a dash of farce, and some wit. However, What the Butler Saw encapsulates many 

recognizable comedic conventions and is the first point concerning its value. The most blatant example 

occurs at the end of the play with Sergeant Match, 

...The skylight opens, a rope ladder is lowered and, in a great blaze of glory, 

SERGEANT MATCH, the leopard spotted dress torn from one shoulder...(446) 

 

Dionysus being the god all ancient Greek theatres were dedicated to, this scene has been noted as an 

obvious reference to Aristophanes and a rhetorical signal of Orton's awareness of comedic devices. 

Dean argues that, “...Orton realized the possibility for farce to convey a sense of the boundless, the 

unlimited, the Dionysiac...accommodate his insight into the unbound desires and energies in man” (13). 

What Dean is touching on is that Butler as well as the rest of Orton's comedies are effective either in 

terms of being funny or as a representative 'comedic' text because they follow in the theory of comedy 

as a release. “Comedy is a release, a taking off the masks we have put on to deal with others who have 

put on masks to deal with us...Those in the thrall of carnival come out, for a moment, from behind the 

facade of their 'serious' selves...they gain a new perspective upon their official [socially constructed/ 

sanctioned] selves and thus, when they again retire behind their usual personae, they are more 

conscious of the duplicity of their existence...a mechanism that allows, whether we watch or play it, a 

'free discharge' of impulses we daily have to repress...” (Sypher 37). The concept of carnival will be 
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useful later but for the moment, it is enough to understand comedy and Butler as something akin to 

catharsis. Charney argues that Butler is mock Dionysiac and there is a reasonable amount of erudite fun 

in recognizing a god in drag (4). There are less esoteric instances of Orton understanding and use of 

tropes as well. He follows the basic comic plot Corrigan outlines in “Aristophanic Comedy”. “(1) boy 

meets girl; (2) boy falls in love with girl; (3) there is an obstacle to the fulfilling of that love (this object 

is usually parental); (4) the obstacle is overcome and there is a reorganization of society” (354). To take 

one set of characters in Butler, Dr. Prentice and Geraldine follow the paradigm rather closely. There are 

of course other intertwining plots, but let's just focus on this one sequence. (1) Dr. Prentice and 

Geraldine meet at the top of Act I, (2) without notice Dr. Prentice subsequently induces her to undress 

for him; (3) the failure of their coupling and the ramifications of Dr. Prentice's abortive rape are 

essentially what drives the play through the remainder of both Act I as well as Act II with obstructions 

by Mrs. Prentice, Dr. Rance, Nick, and Sergeant Match; (4) it is discovered by the end of the play that 

Geraldine is Dr. Prentice's long lost daughter and he embraces her as his child, thereby accounting for 

the parental obstruction as well as reorganization of society. Here is an example of the distinction of 

Orton, although the convention is typical, it is how he used it that remains remarkable. His comedies 

are 'dark' because he uses rape, incest, adultery, abuse of authority, etc. within a conservative 

framework. To appreciate this assertion, it is necessary to realize why his plays qualify as farces, he 

was after all called the “high priest of farce in the mid-sixties” (Charney 2). Charney argues that Orton 

developed a new kind of farce, “This is a different kind of farce from the comfortable, domestic 

assumptions of Plautus's New Comedy, where all the formulas are worked out to produce the happy 

ending and perturbations are merely a plot device” (3). To understand why this is at all valuable, we 

must return to a bit more comedic theory. A full history of the discussion is not necessary nor possible; 

but as a point of contrast, it can be said that comedy is conservative. Sypher argues, “One of the 

strongest impulses comedy can discharge from the depths of the social self is our hatred of the 'alien,' 
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especially when the stranger who is 'different' stirs any unconscious doubt about our own beliefs. Then 

the comedian unerringly finds his audience, the solid majority, itself a silent prey to unrecognized fears. 

He can point out our victim, isolate him from sympathy, and cruelly expose him to the penalty of our 

ridicule...the comic artist often reassures the majority that its standards are impregnable or that other 

standards are not 'normal' or 'sane'” (51-52). This concept is only possible by virtue of what is 

constructed to be 'comedic'. In Robert Corrigan's introduction, “Comedy and the Comic Spirit”, he 

explains that in order for the construct of comedy to alleviate the pressures of daily life there must be 

some form of serious value system in place (5). With references to Plato, “...[C]omedy—as well as 

tragedy—derives from positive attitudes toward value. For something to be serious we must assign to it 

serious value, and this can occur only when there exists a larger system of values which we accept...”. 

Imagine the following scenario on stage: A gallant man kneels to propose to his fiancé and drops the 

ring down a storm drain, franticly he jumps down into the gutter and begins fishing for it. He emerges 

triumphant but covered in slime and other unmentionable filth. The fiancé, aghast at the stench, is 

repulsed and runs off stage. The man is alone for a moment slumped and despondent, but his future 

bride rushes back on stage with a bucket of water and tosses it at him. They embrace and in their 

moment of affection a fish leaps from some hidden crevice of the man's clothes. This scene is only 

funny when a spectator understands the 'serious' value society places on proposals and the idealized 

manner in which they should be performed. It is safe to laugh because the gallant man's mishap is 

ludicrous. It does not conform to social expectations. Corrigan continues that it is a “perceptible falling 

short of an already agreed upon standard...” (6). Had the proposal gone off without a hitch, the 

performance would likely have been met with silence or approving applause from the majority of the 

audience. This dynamic is what is meant by conservative, although not absolute, comedy may be 

utilized as a means of reinforcing what is accepted as the good, true, or beautiful. Moreover, the nature 

of the ludicrous is one of two ideas postulated to be fundamental to comedy. The other being the 
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absence of pain. It would not be funny if the audience felt the man on stage was in any real danger from 

the storm drain or that he might be injured from the water. As an aside, an examination of the Grand 

Guignol theatre provides an excellent example of dramatic events that involve extremely violent 

representations of pain and torture. A typical evening would include short plays alternating between 

horror and comedy. In either case, they proved to be quite popular with French audiences but they 

would quickly lose that appeal if at any moment the audience truly believed the performers were 

actually get doused with acid or having their eyes pulled out. Returning to the idea of the ludicrous, and 

once more to Corrigan's argument, he positions the realm of the ludicrous somewhere between the 

serious (tragedy) and the absurd (lacking in any cogent form of social reference) (7). And taking us 

closer to our current discussion he places farce as a subset of comedy where comedy is of 'more 

consequence' (6). That is, in comedy there are consequences to that action although there may be no 

pain or ultimate defeat. In farce, “...violence can operate without fear of consequence...violence of 

slapstick [farce] is so effective in films...next to impossible to fear for the characters since the actors 

have no physical reality...”. Shifting to an analysis by Lanson in “Molière and Farce”, he as well as 

others position farce as a low form of comedy that has its roots in comic mask and commedia dell'arte. 

He writes, “But in France these origins and professions [stock characters derived from commedia 

dell'arte] were not noticed, and transformed into general characteristics...the French spectator saw and 

could only see general expressions of foolishness and deceit...all humanity gracefully individualized...” 

(391). Sypher calls farce the “coarsest, most naïve, comedy of manner” and reduces the form merely to 

a collection of plot devices (29). Bentley, “Farce”, reasserts farce as lacking in consequence and “is but 

joking turned theatrical—joking as fully articulated as theatrical characters and scenes” (289). Peter 

Holland, “Farce, the problem of farce”, explains that through the Restoration period through the 1940s,  

[T]he naming of a work as a farce is more likely to be accompanied by an apology...are 

not difficult plays. They do not deal directly with the ambiguities of desire, the social 

problems of relationships, the tense difficulties of status and power...Their characters are 
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straightforward, stereotypical, often bland, always keeping their thoughts and emotions 

subordinate to the action...It is a physical theatre, as the attacks on farce repeatedly 

identify and complain. Its physicality often mocks the intellectualism and verbal wit of 

higher forms of comedy and, in so doing, it opens up the restrictions of those forms, 

allowing the audience to focus on the actors' bodies, not as sexual objects but as 

metaphoric realities that can transform their worlds (108-109). 

 

And writing about two years before Orton's Entertaining Mr. Sloane would debut in 1964, Styan 

continues the debased perspective of farce calling it “merely physical sensationalism of the laugh is 

uppermost in the playwright's mind...”(49). In a later chapter, “The Dark Comedy, Involving the 

Audience”, he does essentially call the whole process formulaic and by following certain expectations, 

like the earlier recipe analogy, it is an easy means for success: “Today, when a play enjoys a long run, 

it is likely to be a play prepared to embrace an audience strongly and to follow such rules as these” 

(243).  A couple years later, Joe Orton will enter the theatrical scene and significantly change this form 

that up  until this point had popularly been scoffed off as a relatively innocuous form of comedy. Orton 

as a Modern farceur goes beyond simply including its devices (accelerated physicality, mistaken 

identities, sight gags, exaggerations, et al.), it is a matter of what he does with it. 

 Returning to that appositive of Orton, 'the high priest of farce in the mid-sixties', why would 

Bigsby grant this playwright such a title? In as much that What the Butler Saw is a scion of comedy, it 

is also an iteration of its cultural moment. Butler explores issues of sexual identities, institutions of 

authority as well as broadly acceptable/unacceptable relationships and behavior, that is, rape and incest.  

A credible case can be made that Orton was particularly cognizant of 'value systems' and explored how 

they were manifest in his social milieu. This concern is very much a 'modern' problem. Writing in 1965, 

“...both tragedy and comedy depend on generally accepted standards of values. Such norms make it 

possible to establish those hierarchies of seriousness upon which the drama has been traditionally based. 

However, because in our time Nietzsche shouted, 'God is dead!' there are no generally accepted values, 

no universally valid systems, no publicly meaningful hierarchies. Without them all experience becomes 
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equally serious or equally ludicrous” (Corrigan 9). Orton uses this disintegration of propriety to 

shocking effect in his interesting ménages à trois in Entertaining Mr. Sloane where Sloane is 

blackmailed into a sexual relationship with and by a brother and sister. He accomplishes this effect in 

no necessarily discrete way, but rather in his manner of refraining from developing indictments that can 

be inferred as 'this is bad'. Greenberg astutely shows how Orton reappropriates the standard Comedy of 

Manners to debunk societal norms and that “he drew upon the turmoil that so characterized the sixties 

in London. The era, defined by consuming self-interest, desecration, of the Establishment and the icons 

that represent the old order, sexual revolution, interchangeable gender labels and drug culture...” (4). 

As it turns out, this use of wit and drawing room environments will become a hallmark of an Orton 

play and a useful means for working on his audience. Furthermore, Brockett argues that the Realist and 

Naturalist movements are influences on Modern theatre (1). For Orton, the principles of Realism seem 

particularly germane. Succinctly ideas of art depicting the real world truthfully, empiricism, direct 

observation of the contemporary, and objectivity (2); Brockett goes on to discuss how these ideas 

broadly influenced the nature of theatre after the turn of the century. And Orton seems to advocate this 

philosophy in his plays. 

Orton was preoccupied with the "realism" of dentures and dialogue because traditional 

farce was so highly stylized. The realism would contribute to the abrasive juxtaposition 

of black comedy and daily life. The point, of course, is that black comedy by its very 

nature as comedy is abstracted from daily life and insulated from any sense of pain and 

injury... farce is traditionally an unreal, highly mannered, dreamlike management of our 

more naked aggressions. Orton enjoyed working against the grain. (Charney 4) 

 

 But why is it relevant that Orton was Modern and is that enough to demand critical importance? 

Returning to Brockett's Modern Theatre, he makes the claim that 1940s & 1950s theatre and drama was 

mostly innocuous, and that the period's leading dramatist, Terence Rattigan, used 'drawing room' 

atmospheres to perpetuate conservative traditions (120-121). Within these contexts it becomes clear 

why a man interested in breaking down barriers provides the aesthetics he does within his plays. Again 
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it bears repeating that Orton was unique in what he did with trends. The common adage is that he was 

the 'Oscar Wilde of the English Welfare State', and it is justifiable. His three most poplar plays all just 

happen to occur in a drawing room of one sort or another. Sloane has Kath and Ed's Living Room; Loot 

has a room for a dead woman; and What the Butler Saw offers Dr. Prentice's meeting room in an insane 

asylum. Setting his dramas within environments reminiscent of Victorian aesthetics would have 

appealed to a public already accustomed and receptive of such conventions. To that he added the wit of 

a generation before. Audiences might have recognized Restoration influences. Orton's character may 

carry on with farcical antics, but they do it within a Comedy of Manners. Most importantly, discussing 

the fundamental of the Comedy of Manners, “There is no spatial or temporal distance, no exotic locale, 

no remoteness in history or in a fabled golden age. The playwright is at pains to underline the 

commonality of the world of the play and that of the audience by specific allusions to contemporary 

reality, to prevailing fashions—manners, in short—that the spectator will instantly recognize” 

(Knutson 10). Thus, in What the Butler Saw, Orton draws the audience into their own world. At first 

seemingly complacent through understood conventions of farce and the Victorian drawing room but 

quickly dismantles their comfortable assumptions of normativity to the point that not even their 

intuition can justify and morally contextualize what plays before them. For instance there is an 

immediately apparent incongruity in Entertaining Mr. Sloane between the atypical uses of lower class 

characters and settings coupled with their use of artificial, genteel speech. Likewise in What the Butler 

Saw, not only do all the characters speak without vernacular, but there is a schism between how they 

act and how they communicate. Dr. Prentice says to Geraldine, “...kindly remove you stockings. I wish 

to see what effect your step-mother's death had upon your legs...As I thought. You've a febrile 

condition of the calves. You're quite wise to have a check up. (He straightens and takes off his 

spectacles.) Undress.” (366). There is a recognizable incompatibility between Dr. Prentice's behavior 

and his use of objective and impersonal professional language. What follow is the sudden entrance of 
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Mrs. Prentice and the following series of humorous gags that occur in Dr. Prentice's attempt to cover up 

his indiscretion. These incongruities between traditional conventions and the use of farce modified with 

Modern sensibilities is how Orton gets away with rape, murder, incest, drugs and all the rest. But it is 

also how he is able to dismantle the logic of any kind of normativity. In Grant Stirling's compelling 

article, “Ortonesque/ Carnivalesque: The Grotesque Realism of Joe Orton”, he hits the nail on the head 

Bakhtin's theory of the carnivalesque.  

The carnivalesque is thus a locus of death and rebirth that destroys the prevailing 

hierarchical social order while simultaneously creating a new egalitarian relation...the 

carnivalesque does not operate simply through ironic inversion in which the existing 

social hierarchy is transposed so that the fool becomes king or vice versa. Rather, the 

carnivalesque displaces the notion of hierarchy altogether as it destroys the existing 

social hierarchy and generates an egalitarian arena in the wake of that destruction. 

(Stirling 4). 

 

It is this complex idea that makes Joe Orton's plays important not only to the 1960s but to subsequent 

generations as well. It is this same exact method of incongruity that is exercised in the eTalk video 

mentioned in the introduction. The difference is that Orton uses the most obscene and vulgar themes to 

make his point. It is doubtful that Orton was actually advocating that rape and incest should be 

permissible and applauded modes of behavior, the fact is he deliberately leaves these issue unresolved 

and ambiguous and that is closer to his interest, of showing the debatable circumstances of values. His 

utilization of such scandalous topics is more rhetorical hyperbole, a slap in the face is more memorable 

than a gentle prod. A salient example is in order, examine the difference between a farce like 

Stoppard's On the Razzle (1981) and Orton's What the Butler Saw (1967). On the Razzle follows in the 

'classic' model like Plautus's The Braggart Soldier or The Brothers Menaechmus in that although they 

may lampoon social conventions like male/female relationships, hierarchies of authority, or social 

values, they fundamentally do not protest them. That is to say, by the end of Razzle, after 

successfully—temporarily—getting the edge on their employer, Zangler, Weinberl and Christopher 

return to their social stations; their contextual worlds may have changed supposedly for the better, yet 
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the social matrix that contains them remains firmly established. In Braggart, Palaestro and 

Philocomasium successfully fool Pyrgopolynices out of both his captive woman as well as all his gifts 

to her, but the farce simply ends with the title character exclaiming, “Oh, pity me!...There would be 

less lechery if lechers were to learn from this...Lots would be more leery and less lustful...Let's go in!” 

(Segal 126). In all of these examples, nothing has significantly changed about the implicit social order 

or its values.  

What the Butler Saw tears them apart. There is a double rape and incest between Dr. Prentice/Geraldine 

and Mrs. Prentice/Nick. Although Dr. Prentice's failed in his attempt, Nick does rape the woman that is 

later revealed to be his mother, and also manages to molest a group of young girls at the hotel he works 

at. At the end of the play, the family embrace as a single unit and the off stage rape of the girls is never 

resolved. There is no consequence for their action and Orton the playwright refrains from positioning a 

'right and 'wrong' with their actions. Dr. Rance's psychiatric pontification against Geraldine's supposed 

insanity or Dr. Prentice's supposed sexual issues slip in such a logical construction that it really doesn't 

matter what Geraldine says, for instance, Dr. Rance is able to implicate her as mentally deficient. 

Sergeant Match who initially arrives to locate Nick ends the play by descending from skylight as a 

mock Dionysus and holding up a large phallus broken off of a statue of Winston Churchill. Clothing is 

swapped between characters until a reasonable discussion of who is a boy and who is a girls dissolves 

in like everything else—nonsense. And this absurdity is Orton's goal. Through his use of farce he 

manages to completely destabilize normative values of gender (Nick/ Geraldine), authority (The 

Doctors, Sgt. Match), and morality (incest, rape). Orton does not bother to tie up any of his loose ends 

or somehow resolve the play back to the normalcy Dr. Prentice so desperately wants. The effect on the 

audience is similar the reactions of his characters, bewilderment. The closest we come to any kind 

return a status quo of normativity is the final line, Dr. Rance stating, “I'm glad you don't despise 

tradition. Let us put our clothes on and face the world” (448). Pithy, and it is followed by 
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 They pick up their clothes and weary, bleeding, drugged and drunk, climb the rope 

ladder into the blazing light. 

Curtain 

There is no closure back to what is 'normal'; of course in this case, normal means heteronormative 

sexuality, effective institutional authority, strict gender identities, and consequence for moral 

abhorrences (Nick's rapes, the incestuous relationships). It is in this manner that Orton invokes the 

carnivalesque, and more importantly he fosters a proto-social evolutionary soup where the 

fundamentals of human social organization and mores may be 'reborn' and a different kind of 

proverbial fish may have its occasion to walk on land. This concept dove tails with what Charney terms 

New Farce, “The point of New Farce as one finds it in Ionesco and Stoppard and Orton is to uphold the 

old Ciceronian ideal that comedy should be an image of the world, a mirror of manners, and a model 

for hoe the rational man can conduct his life in an irrational world” (Charney 10). If comedy and drama 

are seen as models that guide citizens through social matrices and what is appropriate behavior within 

them, Orton uses the farcical mode to dissolve absolute conventionality and show the public the 

'irrational world' that there is not just a few ways of living which are diametrically opposed, but rather 

there is no 'real' way of being that each is as absurd as the one that may contrast it. This is a powerful 

idea; it is not so much whether one is better than another or that one is right or wrong, but instead the 

possibility of many alternative ways of being is available. That, ultimately, culture and social 

hegemony are ambiguous, all social contracts are contrived.  

 The concept of what comedy is and what it can be used for could fill several library shelves, it 

is even more nebulous than trying to explain what Orton is doing with it, however it has been a humble 

attempt hear to establishing a narrow framework of what comedy can mean under certain 

circumstances as useful means of approaching Orton's work. And hopefully prove there is value in 

looking back at Orton as a steward in the theatrical lineage of comedy as well as progressive culturalist.  

The monster that is the ortonesque is Dr. Frankenstein's. Theories of Drama, Tragedy, and Comedy 
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have never been unified with definitions shifting for every age that had a need to explore them. In his 

development as a playwright, Orton drew from different sources. The creature Orton created was sewn 

together from parts of other beasts, his experiment was successful, Orton managed to synthesize these 

different parts into something individual that resonated with the culture and social world he was a part 

of. But Like Frankenstein's monster, the horror that attracted and appalled audiences may have been 

less terrible and closer to that mob than if only a few generations removed. Stirling says it best, “Once 

human nature is reduced to this level, the social inter-relations among people are transformed from the 

hypocritical banality of genteel society to the naked rapacity that is true to the Ortonesque view of 

humanity...” and its renewal (Stirling 7). In short by contemporary standards, What the Butler Saw is 

amusing but no more titillating than an episode of South Park. And, throwing caution to the wind, it 

may be said that without Orton, there would be no South Park or “eTalks – The Secrets of food 

marketing”. 
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